
linea
mini ready to brew anywhere

for years to come.

dual boilers and PID control 
Separate boilers and precise 
PID temperature control, 
ensuring that each espresso 
shot is brewed to perfection. 

built-in shot timer 
Monitor each shot’s precision 
and consistency.

easy pressure adjustment 
Easy access to fine-tune your 
espresso extraction to exact 
preferences.

pro touch steam wand 
High performing steam 
wand and PEEK polymer 
tip that ensures safety and 
convenience.

extended timeout period 
Customise your shot times 
with pre-infusion, now with an 
extended timeout period of up 
to 99 seconds.

barista lights
Led lighting allows you to focus 
on your extraction and the cup.

hybrid mode (plumbed in machines)
Plumbed machines can switch 
between traditional and new 
pre-infusion phases.

semi-automatic paddle 
Activated by the simple start 
and stop motion of the paddle 
on the grouphead, albeit with 
electronic pre-infusion.

water reservoir
A self-contained 2.5 litre water 
tank makes plumbing optional.

home app intergration
Control and monitor your Linea 
Mini from your smartphone.

rinse mode 
Allowing efficient cleaning 
with customisable hot water 
duration.

convertible portafilter
Easy to clean and ready for 
any occasion, three-in-one 
convertible portafilter quickly 
changes between single-spout, 
double-spout, and bottomless.

The Linea Mini, re-imagined by La Marzocco to inspire 
both the seasoned barista and the curious explorer, 
turns every espresso moment into an experience. With 
updated aesthetics—including the Della Pietra Curve,
soft touch accessories—and advanced workflow 
features like Brew-by-Weight, a new pre-infusion 
system, and easy pump pressure adjustment—the new 
Linea Mini blends tradition with innovation. Created to 
be a tool for those who dream of crafting the perfect 
espresso, and a companion for adventures at home 
and beyond. The Linea Mini looks as beautiful as it 
performs, ready to serve anywhere for years to come.

Height 38.1 cm 

Width 35.6 cm 

Depth 54 cm 

Weight 30 kg 

Voltage 220-240V Single Phase

Component Wattage 1820 W

Coffee Boiler 0.17 litres

Steam Boiler 3 litres

printed on recycled paper

available in 
seven colours.
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